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Editorial
Anyone with an interest in mental health is probably still waiting to see what the new
government is going to do about mental health services and reform. The National
Mental Health Commission has been tasked with the very big job of reviewing all
mental health services and the Commission has indicated (quite rightly) that the
review should not be rushed. But I am left wondering what the government’s
intentions on mental health are and when we can expect some action, given that
the review has barely even commenced.
The Mental Health Commission’s 2013 Report Card on Mental Health and Suicide Prevention makes
interesting reading and I provide an overview of this report in our feature article. While we wait for the
outcomes of this review, PACFA will continue in its efforts to lobby government for recognition of
counselling and psychotherapy, including Medicare numbers for registered practitioners.
PACFA President, Ione Lewis, gives an overview in her Report of current activities to gain recognition for
counselling and psychotherapy and also a new Code of Conduct being developed for PACFA’s Board,
Committees and Panels. In November we announced a fundraising appeal to raise funds to support our
campaign for government recognition and readers are invited to consider making a donation, if they
haven’t already done so.
We have great news to report with PACFA Clinical Registrants being recognised to go on the referral list of
PCC Worldwide, one of Australia’s largest EAP (Employee Assistance Program) providers. Also highlighted
in this edition of eNews is the joint PACFA/AARC/CAPA NSW conference, Complexity and Connectedness
in Life and Love, taking place in Sydney from 13-15 of June. We are now calling for Poster submissions for
the conference and registration has opened at the conference website, www.iceaustralia.com/nc2014/
index.html.
We are now developing the new PACFA Ethics Course, in partnership with Cairnmillar, which will
commence in March. Bookings are now open. If you are interested in being a facilitator for the course,
please consider applying by following the process set out in the Expression of Interest document. We also
have 2014 dates for PACFA’s online Mental Health Course; the next course commences on 24 February
and there are still places available.
In this edition of eNews, read an update on PACFA’s new member Portal which is in the final stages of
development and will be launched soon. This is a major develop for PACFA and its Member Associations.
Readers will receive news on how to start using the Portal in April.
As usual, eNews is packed with other news items, including news of a government scheme to provide
vouchers for relationship counselling; a reminder to participate in the member’s survey on the proposal for
a new structure for PACFA; information about a new scholarship; a call for research participants for an
ethics research study; and lots of professional development opportunities.
PACFA’s new Strategic Plan for 2014-15 has also been released and can be downloaded at the PACFA
website. The Plan represents an ambitious but achievable plan for PACFA for the next 2 years, covering our
strategic aims and objectives in all areas of PACFA’s mission. As PACFA CEO, I am looking forward to
another year in which we achieve some of these objectives in order to advance the counselling and
psychotherapy profession.
Happy reading and I wish you a healthy and successful 2014.
Maria Brett
eNews Editor
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President’s Report
Welcome back for the first edition of eNews for 2014. I hope all our readers had a relaxing
and peaceful break over Christmas and the New Year.
Consultation on PACFA Organisational Restructure
The individual member web survey to gather views on the proposal for an organisational
restructure of PACFA is still open. 650 responses have so far been collected, with
members responding from the majority of PACFA’s Member Associations.
The organisational restructure proposal discussed at the PACFA AGM in 2013 entails Member Associations
merging with PACFA as a single organisation, while at the same time maintaining their identity and
continuing to provide professional development and networking opportunities. Member Associations who
do not choose to merge with PACFA will continue in their existing form for a specified period, say five years,
or on an ongoing basis. The PACFA Council saw the advantages of the proposal as simplifying
administration and membership, while the disadvantages were loss of identity and autonomy for Member
Associations.
At the PACFA AGM, the PACFA Council gave unanimous support for the consultation to take place. The
PACFA CEO and Board members are meeting with the Executives of Member Associations around Australia
to discuss the PACFA organisational restructure proposal. The results of the survey and consultation
meetings will be reported to the PACFA Council meeting in April. We will also report on the results in eNews.
Code of Conduct for PACFA Board, Committees and Panels
A draft code of conduct has been developed for PACFA Board members, committees and panels to
ensure a high standard of conduct and decision making without bias. The code has been sent to the
Board and committees for discussion and feedback. Once finalised, it will be available on the PACFA
website. This is an excellent move to protect the professionalism of PACFA.
Consultation on Code of Conduct for Unregistered Health Practitioners
The Australian Health Ministers’ Advisory Council advised PACFA in 2013 that they are commencing a
national consultation process on a Code of Conduct for Unregistered Health Practitioners. The Victorian
government has the lead role in the consultation. The Code of Conduct is already in place in NSW and SA,
without any increase in complaints against counsellors and psychotherapists to the health care complaints
entities in these states. PACFA will be responding to the consultation with a formal report, arguing that there
is in fact a national registration scheme in place for counsellors and psychotherapists, and that health care
complaints statistics demonstrate that the profession is a low risk to the public.
Lobbying government for recognition of counselling and psychotherapy
The change of government in 2013 necessitates building new relationships with ministers, senators and their
staff over the next few years to continue advocating for the recognition of counselling and psychotherapy.
The developing policies of the Coalition government on mental health, relationship counselling and the
National Disability Insurance Australia will be monitored closely.
I’m looking forward to seeing many of our members at the Joint Conference on 13-15 June 2014 at Aerial
UTS Function Centre in Sydney.
Ione Lewis
PACFA President
natpres@pacfa.org.au
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Feature Article
A Contributing Life: The 2013 National Report Card on Mental Health
and Suicide Prevention
By Maria Brett, PACFA CEO
The National Mental Health Commission’s vision is that all people in Australia achieve the best possible
mental health and wellbeing. A key role of the Commission is to report each year on how Australians are
faring in their mental health, and the things that aid recovery and help to make people’s lives better. The
Commission’s first Report Card on Mental Health and Suicide Prevention in 2012 made 10 recommendations
and the 2013 Report Card made another 10 (reproduced below).
These recommendations are all entirely appropriate but it is difficult to see how they are impacting on
government action on mental health reform to date, and in particular on funding for services. The new
Coalition government has rolled the mental health portfolio into the broader Health portfolio with Health
Minister, the Hon. Peter Dutton, now being responsible for mental health and the dedicated position of
Mental Health Minister being removed. It is still early days but so far, we have seen very little action on
mental health from the Coalition.
The Contributing Life approach
The Contributing Life approach shapes the Mental Health Commission’s Report Card and informs how the
Commission works. It puts people with lived experience at the centre of the Commission’s activities and
deliberations and considers evidence and data through this lens.
A contributing life means a fulfilling life enriched with close connections to family and friends, and
experiencing good health and wellbeing to allow those connections to be enjoyed. It means having
something to do each day that provides meaning and purpose, whether this is a job, supporting
others or volunteering. It means having a home and being free from financial stress and uncertainty.
2013 Report Card on Mental Health and Suicide Prevention

2013 Report Card
The 2013 Report Card highlights some key issues (none of which are new). First, the Report Card states that
the case for mental health reform is clear and unambiguous. While the new Government has made a
commitment to quarantine current mental health funding, this funding level is already mismatched to the
burden of disease associated with mental illness, as well as the loss of productivity, disability and loss of life.
A recent study found that current direct expenditure of $28.6 billion per year to support people with mental
illness far exceeds previous estimates. The mental health budget is only 6.5% of the total health budget
when the burden of disease suggests it should be closer to 14%. There are also questions about whether we
are spending enough on mental health services for young people – Australia spends 11% of the mental
health budget on child and adolescent services when 0 to 17 years olds comprise 23% of the population.
Suicide takes the lives of 44 Australians on average each week – far greater than the number killed on our
roads – and Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islanders are twice as likely to commit suicide as non-indigenous
people. Suicide and suicidal behavior is estimated to cost Australia $17.5 billion per year, approximately
1.3% of GDP.
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Second, while there has been some progress since the 2012 Report Card, mental health reform is far from
complete. The Commission reports that mental health must stay on COAG’s agenda and receive tripartisan support that extends beyond electoral cycles, and calls on COAG to sign on to ambitious national
reform targets and indicators. A recommended framework of targets and indicators, based on the lived
experience of those with mental illness and their carers, was presented to government in September 2013
but is still to be implemented.
Third, consistent with the Contributing Life approach, the
Commission suggests that the lived experience of people
affected by mental illness and those who support them
should be central to the design, implementation and
evaluation of mental health reforms. It is important to
measure success based on people’s experience of care,
as well as their quality of life and opportunities to
participate and contribute, not just by measuring the cost
of activities. It’s about measuring the extent to which
interventions improve lives.
Review of Mental Health Services
The Report Card also highlights the Coalition’s decision to request the Commission to undertake a review of
mental health services. This will be an independent, comprehensive review of the effectiveness of the
current mental health system. The review has the potential to reshape current arrangements if the
government has the political will to make the changes required to improve outcomes. Short term political
thinking will not deliver the fundamental changes that are needed to address current issues, prevent mental
illness and promote recovery.
The Commission has urged government to ensure that the review is guided by 6 principles:







The review must have at its heart the needs and preferences of people who live with mental
illness and those who support them, and be planned with them
The review must take a whole-of-life perspective on mental health
The review must consider the ultimate indicator of service effectiveness to be whether it makes a
positive difference to the ability of a person to live a contributing life
The review must consider the appropriateness of the current balance of investment
The review must build on Council of Australian Government (COAG) and tri-partisan support for
mental health reform
The review must not be rushed.

Counselling and psychotherapy have long been client-focused, holistic interventions which promote
collaboration with our clients. We certainly see the ultimate indicator of effectiveness as the feedback of
the client – and whether therapy has helped the client to have a richer and fuller life – indeed a
contributing life.
PACFA welcomes the review of mental health services but encourages the Commission and the
Government to genuinely consider the full mental health workforce in any recommendations or policy
decisions affecting existing services or potential new initiatives. Counselling and psychotherapy could - and
should - have a bigger role in mental health service delivery, but the government will need to be creative
and open minded about improving the current service system. This will mean recognising counsellors and
psychotherapists as part of the solution.
Maria Brett
PACFA CEO
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2012 Report Card Recommendations:

1.

Nothing about us, without us – there must be regular independent survey of people’s experiences of
and access to all mental health services to drive real improvement.

2.

Increase access to timely and appropriate mental health services and support from 6-8 per cent to
12 per cent of the Australian population.

3.

Reduce the use of involuntary practices and work to eliminate seclusion and restraint.

4.

All governments must set targets and work together to reduce early death and improve the physical
health of people with mental illness.

5.

Include the mental health of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander peoples in ‘Closing the Gap’ targets
to reduce early deaths and improve wellbeing.

6.

There must be the same national commitment to safety and quality of care for mental health
services as there is for general health services.

7.

Invest in healthy families and communities to increase resilience and reduce the longer term need
for crisis services.

8.

Increase the levels of participation of people with mental health difficulties in employment in
Australia to match best international levels.

9.

No one should be discharged from hospitals, custodial care, mental health or drug and alcohol
related treatment services into homelessness. Access to stable and safe places to live must increase.

10. Prevent and reduce suicides, and support those who attempt suicide through timely local responses
and reporting.
2013 Report Card Recommendations:

11. People with co-existing mental health difficulties and substance use problems must be offered
appropriate and closely co-ordinated assessment, response and follow-up for their problems.

12. National, systematic and adequately funded early intervention approaches must be accompanied
by robust evaluation to support investment decisions, with a focus on implementation outcomes and
accountability.

13. A National Mental Health Peer Workforce Development Framework must be created and
implemented in all treatment and support settings. Progress must be measured against a national
target for the employment and development of the peer workforce.

14. A practical guide for the inclusion of families and support people in services must be developed and
implemented, and this must include consideration of the services and supports that they need to be
sustained in their role.

15. The Commission calls for the implementation and ongoing evaluation of a sustained, multi-faceted
national strategy for reducing discrimination.

16. All Australians need access to alternative (and innovative) pathways through school, tertiary and
vocational education and training.

17. Where people with mental health difficulties, their families and supporters come into contact with the
justice system and forensic services, practices which promote a rights and recovery focus and which
will reduce recidivism must be supported and expanded.

18. Governments must sign up to national targets to reduce suicide and suicide attempts and make a
plan to reach them. These targets must be based on detailed modelling.
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PACFA News
Opportunity for PACFA Registrants to deliver EAP services

PACFA has been in discussions with PPC Worldwide about including PACFA Registrants in their list of
recognised providers eligible to deliver their Employee Assistance Program (EAP) services.
PPC Worldwide is a global provider of EAP counselling services, holding EAP contracts with 3,000
organisations across Australia. Historically, they have only referred their clients to Psychologists and Social
Workers but they are now interested in extending their referral list to include counsellors and
psychotherapists in private practice.
To be eligible for inclusion on PPC Worldwide’s referral list, practitioners must be PACFA Clinical Registrants
and they must be part of a company or a partnership. PPC Worldwide are not signing up sole practitioners
as, in their experience, they are not able to meet the volume requirements of EAP services.
To express interest in this opportunity, please contact networkenquiries@au.ppcww.com with an outline of
your experience and practice locations.

PACFA’s Strategic Plan for 2014-15
PACFA’s new Strategic Plan for 2014-15 has been released. The Strategic Plan represents an ambitious but
achievable plan for PACFA for the next 2 years, covering our strategic aims and objectives in all areas of
PACFA’s mission.
To download the full Strategic Plan with PACFA’s Aims, Objectives, Mission and Values, go to the PACFA
Website.
Strategic Aims
 Represent and support the Member Associations of PACFA and strengthen the capacity of PACFA and
its members to lead the counselling and psychotherapy profession
 Regulate the profession and practice of counselling and psychotherapy
 Lobby government, private health funds and other key stakeholders for recognition of counselling and
psychotherapy
 Support and develop research in the counselling and psychotherapy field
 Develop the counselling and psychotherapy workforce to meet the needs of a diverse community
 Promote the health and wellbeing of diverse groups in Australian communities
 Ensure values of inclusivity, transparency and consultation inform all PACFA activities
Highlights from the Strategic Objectives
In the next two years PACFA will:
 Develop PACFA as a strong, sustainable and effective organisation to represent its Member Associations
 Investigate and consult on options for a new organisational structure for PACFA
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 Develop and implement the Counselling and Psychotherapy Portal to reduce the administrative burden
for PACFA and Member Associations
 Ensure the integrity and robustness of the PACFA and ARCAP National Registers, to provide information to
the public and referrers on appropriately qualified, experienced and ethical practitioners
 Lobby government via ARCAP for recognition of counsellors and psychotherapists, focusing on identified
priorities, including Medicare numbers for counsellors and psychotherapists
 Seek recognition of counselling and psychotherapy by private health funds and increase coverage in
health insurance policies
 Provide information to the community about counselling and psychotherapy via the PACFA website and
our social media strategy
 Build the evidence base for counselling and psychotherapy by undertaking, supporting and
disseminating counselling and psychotherapy research
 Build the skills and knowledge of counsellors and psychotherapists by providing quality, targeted
professional development activities

Have your say: A new structure for PACFA
PACFA has been surveying members of PACFA Member Associations as part of the consultation procession
the proposal to develop a new structure for PACFA.
Members of PACFA Member Associations are encouraged to participate in the Survey. To participate, go
to: www.surveymonkey.com/s/MRCXHBY .
The Survey will close on Sunday 16 February 2014, so if you would like to participate, please do so before this
deadline.
A discussion paper has been distributed to individual members
via their Member Associations and members have been invited
to complete the Consultation Survey.
Discussions at the 2013 Annual General Meeting indicated
strong interest in the idea of a new structure, but there was also
a great deal of caution as MA delegates indicated there was a
need for a thorough consultation process and that more work
needs to be done on the details of the proposal.
In addition to the Survey of individual members, PACFA will be
survey the executive committees of PACFA Member
Associations and arrange consultation meetings with them.

Image courtesy of smarnad/FreeDigitalPhotos.net

Government introduces vouchers for relationship counselling
This month the media reported a new government-funded scheme offering $200 vouchers for relationship
counselling. Attempts to get information about the new program from the Minister for Social Services, Kevin
Andrews, and from the Department of Social Services were unsuccessful - no-one seemed to know
anything about the new voucher scheme!
It appears that although the program has been reported by the media, the policy has not been officially
announced (and still hasn’t been announced as at the date of publishing this eNews article).
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What we know is that 100,000 couples will be able to use the $200 voucher for relationship counselling
during a 12-month trial commencing on 1 July. The voucher will be able to be used for "marriage and
relationship education and counselling,
including components of parenting
education, conflict resolution and financial
management education" (SMH, 23/1/14).
The scheme will focus on couples who are
married or planning to marry, but other
couples, including those in same-sex
relationships will also be eligible for the
vouchers.
Social Services Minister Kevin Andrews said
the vouchers will "help couples achieve a
greater degree of happiness and stability
and thereby a better environment for their
children"(SMH, 23/1/14).
It is not known yet which providers will be able to be consulted – whether it will be counsellors working in
agencies or whether it will extend to private practitioners. Once official policy announcements are made,
PACFA will seek information about the details of the scheme.

2014 Conference – Complexity & Connectedness in Life and Love

The Joint PACFA, AARC (Australian Association of Relationship Counsellors) and CAPA NSW (Counsellors and
Psychotherapists Association of NSW) Conference website is now live and registrations are open. The
conference will be held in Sydney from 13 to 15 June 2014.
For more details, and to register, go to the conference website.
The Conference theme, Complexity & Connectedness in Life & Love, will explore how counsellors and
psychotherapists support clients with the complex challenges of life and relationships in the 21st century,
where identity and wellbeing are shaped by the prevalence of trauma and mental health issues, and the
therapeutic encounter is an opportunity for greater connectedness in the face of the growing isolation in
our world.
The Conference Committee has put together a great program so far, including two keynote speakers,
invited speakers, a showcase stream of speakers with recently completed PhDs in counselling and
psychotherapy, selected speakers and the AARC symposium on Relationship Counselling. The conference
will include plenary panel discussions on the Lived Experience of Consumers and Carers and the Ethical
Challenges Facing Counselling and Psychotherapy as a Self-regulating Profession.
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Three pre-conference workshops will be held on Friday 13 June and a there will be a celebratory conference dinner held on Saturday 14 June with entertainment provided by Story Teller Extraordinaire, Monica
Tessellaar, from the Association of Soul Centred Psychotherapy.
Featured Speakers for the 2014 Conference
Pre-conference workshops on 13 June 2014:
 Professor John McLeod: Maximising client and therapist resourcefulness: an introduction to a
collaborative pluralistic framework for counselling and psychotherapy
 Craig san Roque, Jungian Analyst: ‘Report to Greco’: Intercultural Connectivity, Complexity and
the poetic identity of psychotherapists
 Laurie McKinnon: Family and Couple Therapist: Processing the trauma of separation
Keynote Speakers:
 Professor John McLeod, Prof. Emeritus of Counselling, University of Abertay, Scotland
 Professor David Tacey, La Trobe University, Melbourne
Invited Speakers:
Laurie McKinnon: Processing the trauma of separation
Hugh Crago and Penny Gardner: It’s all about connection
Dr Trisha Stratford: Therapeutic alliance: Effect on the therapeutic process
Dr Elizabeth Riley: Please let me be Who I am!: The needs of gender variant children & their parents
Dr Dominek Coates: Balancing personal autonomy and social connectedness: The role of New
Religious Movement or ‘Cult’ membership from the perspective of former members
 Petra Bueskens: Mothers in Transition: Changing Gender Dynamics in the Home through Strategic
Absence
 Dr Di Stow: Looking up and out
 Shane Merritt: Liberation psychology as an agent of change for first nations peoples






Selected speakers
Quality speakers have been selected from a wide range of submitted abstracts which were peer
reviewed by two or more reviewers. The program includes structured workshops and oral papers. The full
program will be available on the website shortly.
AARC Symposium:
The AARC symposium program consists of invited and selected speakers. The focus of the symposium is
on clinical practice with couples.
Ethics panel:
Challenges Facing Counselling and Psychotherapy as a Self Regulating Profession





Chair: Elisabeth Shaw
Kym Daly, AASW
Tony Kofkin, HCCC NSW
Maria Brett, PACFA

Consumer and Carer Forum:





Elida Meadows, Carer representative
Dr Meg Smith, Consumer representative
Faye Jackman, Consumer representative
Eileen McDonald, Carer representative

Conference dinner :
Saturday 14 June 6.30pm with storyteller extraordinaire Monica Tesselaar
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Call for Poster Abstracts for 2014 Conference
Complexity & Connectedness in Life &Love, PACFA’s joint conference with AARC and CAPA NSW is taking place
from 13 to 15 June at the Aerial Function Centre at UTS in Sydney.
Submission of Poster Abstracts from counselling and psychotherapy students is sought for research projects or
counselling/ psychotherapy projects or programs relevant to the conference theme.
Posters are displayed at the conference and poster sessions are timetabled into the conference program.
Students are encouraged to attend the conference. Poster sessions are an excellent method to present
research and projects to conference participants and to network professionally.
The keynote speakers will select winning posters for first prize, highly commended and commended. The prize
will be awarded during the lunch break of the conference on Sunday 15 June 2014.
To submit a Poster Abstract, please download the Call for Poster Abstracts document from the PACFA website
and follow the submission guidelines.
The closing date for Posters is 5pm, Monday 17 March, 2014.

Guidelines for Poster Abstracts:

 Posters Abstracts must be relevant to the theme of Complexity & Connectedness in Life &Love: Working
with trauma, mental health and identity
 Posters Ab s tr a cts should be typed for electronic submission and be of a high quality.
 The information submitted in the Poster Abstracts should provide a clear and logical overview of the
aims, methods and findings of the counselling or psychotherapy research, project or program, and the
implications for the counselling and psychotherapy profession.
 Submission of poster abstracts on specialised topics is encouraged.
 The submitted abstract should include:
- Title
- A succinct summary outlining the background, aims, methods, findings, conclusions and
recommendations of the research, project or program, with relevant references
- A brief outline of the relevance and implications of the findings for the counselling and psychotherapy
profession and the conference theme
- Word length: 200 words

 Please include with your abstract submission:
- A biography of the author(s) of 100 words (maximum)
- Contact details (daytime phone, mobile, email address)

 Abstracts are to be submitted to the conference secretariat via email to admin@pacfa.org.au by
Monday 17 March 2014 .
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Call for Expressions of Interest to facilitate PACFA’s new ethics course
PACFA is developing a new 6-hour course, Practical Ethics for Counsellors and Psychotherapists, in
partnership with The Cairnmillar Institute.
PACFA is seeking Expressions of Interest from suitably qualified counsellors or psychotherapists, with
experience delivering professional development or training, to deliver the course as a face-to-face
workshop. Expressions of Interest are welcomed from individual practitioners or from PACFA Member
Associations.
We are seeking one facilitator for each of the following locations:








Canberra
Sydney
Brisbane
Adelaide
Hobart
Melbourne
Perth

To apply, please submit your Expression of Interest by 5pm on 17 February 2014. Expressions of Interest must
meet the requirements set out in the EOI document which can be downloaded at the PACFA website.

2014 Dates for PACFA Professional Development Events
There have been some changes to the dates of PACFA’s Online Mental Health Course for 2014, including
the next course which will now run from 24 February to 9 March. There are still a few places available –
contact Luisa at the PACFA Office to book a place.
Bookings have also opened for PACFA’s exciting new course, Practical Ethics for Counsellors and
Psychotherapists, which will be offered as an online course and also as face-to-face workshops throughout
Australia.
For all PD bookings, contact Luisa Moreno on (03) 9486 3077, or email admin@pacfa.org.au.
Online Mental Health Course (8 hours CPD)
This online course has been developed by
PACFA in partnership with the University of
Canberra. The course aims to build skills and
competencies to support clients with their
mental health.
The key themes covered in the course are:





Module 1: Mental Health and Illness
Module 2: Mental Health Assessment
Module 3: Mental Health Interventions
Module 4: Consumer Centred Models of
Care, and Ethical Questions
Image courtesy of hyena/FreeDigitalPhotos.net
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Participants complete the course at their own pace over a 2 week period using the Moodle e-learning
platform. Teaching and learning approaches include audio-visual materials, case studies, recorded
lectures, online communication threads and facilitated discussions.
Members: $220 (inc. GST) Non-members $330 (inc. GST)
Practical Ethics for Counsellors and Psychotherapists (6 hours CPD)
This online course is being developed by PACFA in partnership with the Cairnmillar Institute.
The key themes covered in the course are:







Foundations of Ethical Practice - morals, values and ethics
Stages of Ethical Decision Making - including common ethical traps
Record Keeping - including record keeping for social media connections
Dual Relationships - including boundary-crossing and self-reflection
Confidentiality - including circumstances when it is OK to break confidentiality
Cultural Sensitivity - strategies for responding to multicultural practice issues

Participants complete the course at their own pace over a 2 week period using the Moodle e-learning
platform. The latest e-learning approaches are used to enable online interaction with the tutor and other
learners.
Members: $165 (inc. GST) Non-members $220 (inc. GST)
2014 course dates for PACFA Professional Development events:
Dates

Course

24 February – 9 March

Online Mental Health Course

14 to 27 March

Online Practical Ethics Course

29 March

Practical Ethics workshop - Sydney

29 March

Practical Ethics workshop - Brisbane

29 March

Practical Ethics workshop - Melbourne

2- 15 May

Online Practical Ethics Course

5-18 May

Online Mental Health Course

17 May

Practical Ethics workshop - Canberra

17 May

Practical Ethics workshop - Adelaide

13– 15 June

Conference - Sydney

28 July – 10 August

Online Mental Health Course

22 August – 4 September

Online Practical Ethics Course

13 September

Practical Ethics workshop - Hobart

13 September

Practical Ethics workshop - Perth

20 October – 2 November

Online Mental Health Course

31 October – 13 November

Online Practical Ethics Course

29 November

Practical Ethics workshop -Melbourne

29 November

Practical Ethics workshop -Sydney
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PACFA Fundraising Appeal reminder
In November 2014, PACFA launched a fundraising appeal appealing for donations to support our
campaign for government recognition of counsellors and psychotherapists.
We have been delighted by the positive response to the
appeal which, so far, has raised $2,275. All donations will
directly support PACFA’s campaign for government recognition
of counsellors and psychotherapists and will help improve
community access to affordable and appropriate mental
health and wellbeing services.
About the Campaign
Through the Australian Register of Counsellors and
Psychotherapists (ARCAP), the single Register for the profession
established with our partner the ACA, PACFA has been lobbying
government for recognition of counsellors and psychotherapists.
Our campaign goal is to achieve Medicare Numbers for
counsellors and psychotherapists.
The new government has asked the Mental Health Commission to review all government-funded mental
health services, so it is very timely to be stepping up our campaign right now.
Make a Donation
PACFA needs resources to continue this important campaign so if you haven’t already made a donation,
please consider making a donation today.
To make a donation, please download and complete the Donation Form and return to the PACFA Office
via email: admin@pacfa.org.au, fax: 03 9486 3933 or post.
PACFA is a health promotion charity and all donations over $2 are tax deductible.

New Counselling & Psychotherapy Portal coming soon
PACFA has been developing a new member Portal which will be launched in April this year at the same
time as PACFA’s new website.
The idea for the member Portal emerged in response to the needs of PACFA member associations to
reduce the administrative burden of running a professional association, and to improve the members’
experience by making membership applications and renewals quicker and easier.
The Portal has been developed as a Pilot Project with the first 5 associations who will use the Portal
participating in the Pilot Group:






CAPAV – Counsellors and Psychotherapists Association of Victoria
CAPA NSW – Counsellors and Psychotherapists Association of NSW
GANZ – Gestalt Australia and New Zealand
ASPA – Australian Somatic Psychotherapy Association
QCA – Queensland Counsellors Association
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Thank you also to CASA (Counselling Association of South Australia) and to former PACFA Board member,
Olga Fraser from PACAWA (Psychotherapists and Counsellors Association of WA), who also participated in
the Pilot Group and contributed substantially to the development of the Portal.
What is the Counselling and Psychotherapy Portal?
The Portal is an online membership management system which is being shared by PACFA and participating
associations to:
 Save time and money on membership administration for participating organisations through an online membership system with automated processing functions
 Improve the member experience by reducing paper work required to apply and maintain
membership and registration
 Offer online tracking of PD, clients hours and supervision
 Offer online payments via the Portal’s payment gateway
 Improve promotion of PD activities by providing an online PD booking system.
Who is the Portal for?
Registration at the Portal is open to all professionals interested in counselling and psychotherapy, however
there are particular benefits from the system for PACFA Registrants and the members of associations which
participate in the Portal.
The portal is for:
 PACFA Registrants - i.e. those members of PACFA Member Associations who are listed on the PACFA
Register
 Members of the PACFA Member Associations participating in the Portal
 Other members of PACFA Member Associations
 Other professionals working in the counselling and psychotherapy field who wish to participate in
professional development offered by PACFA and its Member Associations or who are interested in
joining.
What does the Portal Offer?
 Online bookings for professional development events such and seminars, workshops, conferences
and online courses
 Online applications for PACFA registration and online PACFA registration renewals for members of all
PACFA Member Associations
 Online applications for membership of PACFA Member Associations - for participating associations
only
 A joint renewal process for association memberships and PACFA registration - for members of
participating associations only
 A Therapist Profile for all PACFA Registrants and selected members of participating associations

Free training in intellectual disability and mental health
The University of New South Wales is providing FREE online training in intellectual disability and mental health,
in partnership with Ageing Disability and Home Care, NSW Health and the Health Education and Training
Institute. The first eight modules of the training are now available to be completed online. You can work
through the training at your own pace using the user-friendly online learning system.
The training is aimed at helping participants gain knowledge, skills and confidence to improve the mental
health care of people with an intellectual disability. People with an intellectual disability have a higher rate
of mental disorders than the general population, but have less access to mental health care.
For more information, download the training flyer at the PACFA website.
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Call for participants for Research Study on Ethics
PhD candidate, Paul Kremer, from Monash University is conducting
research on the topics of malpractice and regulation for counselling
professionals in Australia. The Monash University Ethics Committee
approval reference is CF13/2485-2013001319.
This study aims to understand the antecedents to becoming a counsellor
and to explore counsellor behaviours and ethics. The research will be of
considerable benefit to current and future counselling and therapy clients
as the findings may inform future policy concerning regulation. Outcomes
may also be used in developing educational content supporting
counsellor supervision and personal/professional development.
Counsellors and psychotherapists engaged in counselling-related roles
are invited to take part in the study. To complete the online the survey, which takes approximately 30-35
minutes, go to http://www.psyence.com.au/survey. Should you have any questions concerning this
research project please call Paul Kremer or Mark Symmons on 03 9902 6747 or email
paul.kremer@monash.edu or mobile 0418 599 565.
Image courtesy of jesadaphorn.net

Psychodynamic Psychotherapy Course Scholarship available

The Sydney Institute for Psychoanalysis is pleased to announce a new scholarship for PPC@SIP course fees.
The Psychodynamic Psychotherapy Course (PPC) at the Sydney Institute for Psychoanalysis (SIP) provides
mental health clinicians with an opportunity to extend their understanding of psychodynamic theory and its
clinical application in their work.
The scholarship aims to promote excellence and diversity in the clinical application of psychodynamic
thinking and to facilitate access to the Course.
The Sydney Institute for Psychoanalysis welcomes applications from students and clinicians working with
disadvantaged patients in not-for-profit organisations, or public mental health services, where
psychodynamic thinking could be applied or developed.
For information about the PPC@SIP Scholarship, for an Application and Scholarship Form, or for a Course
Outline go to www.sydneypsychoanalysis.asn.au/downloads-2/ppcsip or contact Dr Mark Howard at
ppc-at-sip@iinet.net.au.
Editor’s note:
PACFA plans to promote scholarships for counselling and psychotherapy education at our new website
being launched in April. We would welcome information about other scholarship opportunities to be
included on the PACFA website.
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Classifieds and Professional Development
eNews Advertising Policy
Advertisers are reminded that our Advertising Guidelines require payment at the time of booking advertisements. This hasn’t been
strictly enforced in the past but this has led to more work when invoices are not paid on time. Please forward payment with your
Booking Form and a receipt will be issued promptly.

QUEENSLAND COUNSELLORS ASSOCIATION INC. (QCA)
Jan/Feb/Mar Professional Development opportunities
Friday 31st January 5-7pm Avoiding the Rottweilers Bite – Stephen Page (Family Law Solicitor)
Saturday 15th February 9.15am-1pm Exposing Ethical Taboos in Counselling and Human Services - Assoc Prof Donna McAuliffe
Friday 7th March 5-7pm Working With High Conflict Individuals – Susan De Campo
Friday 28th March 5-7pm Working With Children Impacted by Separation – Rhett Chapman
Bookings/details: E qca@qca.asn.au W www.qca.asn.au P 0411 468 369

We Care 2 Inc. is a local faith based charity in Hervey Bay
QLD and the surrounding local areas.
We are seeking the services of a Counsellor, to join us part-time
(2 days/week) in Hervey Bay.
Applicants need to submit the following:
A written application addressing the selection criteria; and a current CV.
Applications that do not address selection criteria will not be
considered in the selection process.
Contact: Robert robert@wc2.org.au for details.
Website: www.wc2.org.au

Open Dialogue Workshop with Jaako
Seikkula, Professor of Psychotherapy,
University of Jyväskylä, Finland.
The Open Dialogue approach to psychiatric crises (psychosis and suicide)
Under this method, persons close to those in crisis come together to help
find new understandings of the crisis situation
The Workshop will explore the methodology and discuss its results over the
last 30 years.

Presented by: TheMHS
Date: Wed 19 February, 2014
Venue: UTS, Sydney
Details: www.themhs.org

Dance Movement Therapy Association of Australia (DTAA)

PENNY BEST presenting
three workshops on embodied resonance,
attachment and the ‘shadow’.
Dates: Friday 14 February 2pm – 8pm,Saturday 15 & Sunday 16 10am – 5pm,
2014 Venue: Abbotsford Convent, Melbourne, Dorm 1, Rosina building.
Prices ranging from $130. Go to www.dtaa.org.au/events.htm
HEMF grants go to www.dtaa.org.au/exinermem.htm

PACFA eNews Advertising Guidelines

PACFA eNews is the electronic newsletter from the Psychotherapy and Counselling Federation of Australia
that is published bi - monthly and also available on the PACFA website.
Schedule of Issue 2014
January: Submissions received by 15th January for publication end of January
March: Submissions received by 15th March for publication end of March
May: Submissions received by 15th May for publication end of May
July: Submissions received by 15th July for publication end of July
September: Submissions received by 15th September for publication end of September
November: Submissions received by 15th November for publication end of November
Bookings and Payment
Please provide your advertisement and booking form before the submission date. All prices include GST and
payment is required at the time of booking advertisements. Please forward payment with your Booking
Form.
Rates
UNIT

SIZE (width x height)

Full page

20cm x 27cm

PRICE
$530 (Includes GST of $48.18)

½ page (horizontal) 20cm x 13.5cm
½ page (vertical) 10cm x 27cm
¼ page

10cm x 13.5cm

1/8 page

5cm x 6.75cm

Line items

Up to three rows

$330 (Includes GST of $30.00)

$330 (Includes GST of $30.00)

$150 (Includes GST of $13.64)
$110 (Includes GST of $10)
$55 (Includes GST of $5)

Special Offer
o Book your advertisement for 2 consecutive editions of the PACFA eNews and receive a 15% discount off the total cost.
o Book your advertisement for 3 consecutive editions of the PACFA eNews and receive a 20% discount off the total cost.
o Book your advertisement for 4 consecutive editions of the PACFA eNews and receive a 25% discount off the total cost.
o MA’s receive an additional 5% discount on these special rates

Special Offer for PACFA Member Associations
o All PACFA Member Associations may include details of forthcoming conferences and professional development
opportunities in the PACFA eNews. There is no cost to Member Associations for these line ads.
o Member Associations are entitled to a 5% discount on the advertised rates.
All advertising - both free and paid advertising – must be sent to enews@pacfa.org.au within the timeframe specified

Artwork
Artwork is to be sent to the PACFA office as an email attachment. Preferred document types: jpeg or pdf. For full
Advertising Guidelines please see the PACFA website or email enews@pacfa.org.au

Submission of News and Articles
We welcome your feedback and input in the form of news, views, poetry, letters, articles etc. Please forward these to
Julia Bilecki at enews@pacfa.org.au
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